
 
 

 

Logging In the Rainforests 
Logging of old growth trees in all forests has gone on for centuries. People 
have always seemed to feel that whatever they encountered was there for 
their exploitation.  Whole forests have gone. Few remain in Europe. The 
cutting continues apace. The massive Sequoias of North America are 
occasionally still being cut.  The tropical rainforests are being cut for wood 
as well as burned for farmland.  



 

 

Children learn this as they learn about rainforests. Unfortunately, the 
knowledge of what some adults are doing that their teachers tell them is 
wrong can often make them feel helpless. How can children stop the 
logging and burning? They cannot, obviously. Yet in our teaching, we 
make them feel how urgent the issue is. What can they do to make a 
difference? How can we show them the way? 



 

A Wood Conservation Exercise 
 

• Wood and paper come from trees when they are dead. Oxygen and 
stable soil come from trees when they are alive.   

• We need air and we need the soil not to wash away in the rain.  
• We like wooden furniture, decking and panels and we like luxurious 

papers. 
• We can reduce our use of wood.   
• We cannot reduce our use of air. 
• We need to keep alive trees and to plant more.  
• We need to use wood less.   

 
Ask the children to name at least 5 things made of wood.  
Discuss if they really need those things and, if they do, could they be 
made of other materials. 
Ask them to look around their homes and think of what wooden things 
are really not necessary. 
 
With older children, ask them to find out what type of wood the objects 
they have selected are made of oak, teak, pine, etc. Then ask them to 
find a picture of that type of tree alive and fully grown. Have them 
compare and discuss the wooden object and the tree. 



An example: 
 
It is now becoming popular to have garden furniture and decking made of 
the Brazilian wood called ipê (Tabebuia chrysotricha). There are no ipê 
plantations. The trees are being cut by the hundreds in the rainforest. Here 
is some furniture made from ipê: 
 

 



 Here is what the ipê tree looks like : 
 
 

 
 
  
Do we really need that garden chair? Do we need it more than we need 
air? Ask the children if the furniture might be made of iron, perhaps. Or 
perhaps they do not need a chair in the garden at all. Perhaps they could 
lie on their tummies in the grass and see and smell nature better than in 
any chair. 
 
Ask them to try. Ask them to think about making do with less paper and 
less wood. Let us show them the way by making do with less ourselves. 
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